


What’s the problem? 

Something like stable marriage problem … but without sex. 
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Order n squared 
(Rob thought so) 
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Taken from “The green book” 

10 agents, each ranks 9 others, gender-free 
(n=10, n should be even) 
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Taken from “The green book” 

7 stable matchings 
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Stephan & Ciaran spotted something! 
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NOTE: a rank value that is low is a preferred choice (large numbers are bad)  
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𝑎𝑖 ∈ {1. . 𝑛 − 1} constrained integer variable agent i with a domain of ranks 



A simple constraint model Stable Roommates (SR) 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖 Preference list for agent i 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑗 agent j is agent i’s kth choice 

agent j is agent i’s kth choice 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘3,5 = 1 

𝑎7 = 6 agent 7 gets 6th choice and that is agent 10  
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A simple constraint model Stable Roommates (SR) 

Given two agents, i and j,  
if agent i is matched to an agent he prefers less than agent j 
then agent j must match up with an agent he prefers to agent i 

(1) agent variables,  actually we allow incomplete lists! 
(2) If agent i is matched to agent he prefers less than agent j 
       then agent j must match with someone better than agent i 
(3) If agent i is matched to agent j 
      then agent j is matched to agent i   



3: 5 6 8 2 1 7 10 4 9 

1: 8 2 9 3 6 4 5 7 10 

(2) 

Given two agents, 1 and 3,  
if agent 1 is matched to an agent he prefers less than agent 3 
then agent 3 must match with an agent he prefers to agent 1 



3: 5 6 8 2 1 7 10 4 9 

1: 8 2 9 3 6 4 5 7 10 
(3) 

Given two agents, 1 and 3,  
if agent 1 is matched to agent 3 
then agent 3 is matched to agent 1 



choco 



choco 

Read in the problem 



choco 

Build the model 



choco 

Find and print first matching 



Neat 

  



Can model SMI as SRI 
Ant: Bea, Ann, Cat 

Bob: Bea, Cat,  Ann 

Cal: Ann,  Bea, Cat 

Ann: Bob, Ant, Cal 

Bea: Cal, Ant, Bob 

Cat: Cal, Bob, Ant 

men women women+6 

SM SRI 
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Cubic to achieve phase-1 table 

Not so neat 
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A specialised constraint 

I implemented a specialised binary SR constraint and an n-ary SR constraint 
This deals with incomplete lists 
This is presented in the paper 

You can also download and run this 



A specialised constraint 

Here’s the code. 
Not much to it  



A specialised constraint 

Constructor 



A specialised constraint 

awakening 



A specialised constraint 

lower bound changes 



A specialised constraint 

upper bound changes 



A specialised constraint 

removal of a value 



A specialised constraint 

instantiate 







Empirical study 

When I was younger, my mother did things to annoy me 



Empirical study 

  SR: simple constraint model, enumerated domains 
SRB: simple constraint model, bound domains 
SRN: specialised n-ary constraint, enumerated domains 



10 < n < 100:  read, build, find all stable matchings 



100 < n < 1000:  read, build, find all stable matchings 



This is new (so says Rob and David) 

n, average run time, nodes (maximum), proportion with matchings, maximum number of matchings 



So? 



Well, think on this … 



What’s still to do? 

Prove that the model finds a stable matching in quadratic time … 



This was all my own work … 
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